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	Pinned	Tweet

Sam	Wang 	@SamWangPhD 	·	Nov	6	
Love	democracy?	Hate	gerrymandering?	The	Princeton	Gerrymandering	Project	
needs	you!	Full-time	positions:

A	Product	Developer	for	OpenPrecincts,	a	new	nationwide	resource	for	all	
citizens.

A	National	Coordinator,	to	bring	the	effort	to	all	50	states.

election.princeton.edu/2018/11/06/the …

	 5 	 207 	 295

	Sam	Wang	Retweeted

Fair	Districts	PA	@FairDistrictsPA 	·	Dec	12	
Look	closely	at	this	graphic	showing	uncontested	races	in	state	legislatures.	
PA	is	among	the	worst.
Voters	in	over	1/3	of	our	@PALegis	races	STILL	had	no	choice.
#MapsMatter
#EndGerrymandering
#PAFightsBack

wesa.fm/post/many-pa-v
…

	 	 11 	 14

Sam	Wang 	@SamWangPhD 	·	11h	
Unusual	sensory	responses	in	infancy	may	be	predictive	for	later	autism	
diagnosis:

spectrumnews.org/news/unusual-s
…

Intriguing	in	light	of	our	own	finding	that	disruption	of	the	cerebellum,	a	
multisensory	processor,	can	drive	cognitive	and	social	development	off	track.
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	Sam	Wang	Retweeted

Larry	Sabato 	@LarrySabato 	·	12h	
A	‘loud	gong’:	National	Enquirer’s	surprise	deal	could	imperil	Trump

Show	this	thread
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	Sam	Wang	Retweeted

Renato	Mariotti 	@renato_mariotti 	·	Dec	11	
This	headline	is	very	misleading.	The	sentencing	memo	indicates	that	FBI	
suggested	Flynn	could	have	others	present,	including	the	White	House	Counsel,	
but	it	would	be	faster	to	just	speak	to	agents.

Typically	the	FBI	doesn’t	even	mention	the	possibility	of	a	lawyer.

New:	FBI	recommended	Michael	Flynn	not	have	lawyer	present	during	
interview,	did	not	warn	of	false	statement	consequences.	

ow.ly/M4tw30mX9HH
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	Sam	Wang	Retweeted

Noah	Smith 	@Noahpinion 	·	Dec	11	
I	repeat:	The	center-right	should	ask	ME	how	to	reinvent	itself.

I	would	only	concern-troll	a	very	little	bit...

bradford-delong.com/2018/12/niskan …

Show	this	thread
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Ben	Williams	@DrawFairLines 	·	Dec	11	
.@MattFriedmanNJ	@WNYC	@njdotcom	@FairDistrictsNJ	@johnsb01	
@NancySolomon2	@PressofAC	check	this	out

Fatal	flaws	in	New	Jersey's	redistricting	"reform"	legislation.	A	Princeton	
Gerrymandering	Project	analysis:	

election.princeton.edu/2018/12/11/fat
…
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Sam	Wang 	@SamWangPhD 	·	Dec	11	
Fatal	flaws	in	New	Jersey's	redistricting	"reform"	legislation.	A	Princeton	
Gerrymandering	Project	analysis:	 election.princeton.edu/2018/12/11/fat

…
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Sam	Wang 	@SamWangPhD 	·	Dec	11	
Are	you	interested	in	helping	put	together	a	national	database	of	precinct	
geometries	and	election	data		-	and	the	capacity	for	citizens	to	analyze	and	draw	
their	own	maps?

Get	Involved:	OpenPrecincts!

Contact	us!	Downloadable	flyer	here:

Show	this	thread
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Ben	Williams	@DrawFairLines 	·	Dec	11	
Took	a	little	longer	than	expected,	but	the	Princeton	Gerrymandering	Project	has	
updated	its	Virginia	House	of	Delegates	district	viewer	to	include	the	Special	
Master's	proposed	remedial	plans!	See	them	here:	

rawgit.com/PrincetonUnive
…	(1)/

Show	this	thread
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	Sam	Wang	Retweeted

Jay	Rosen 	@jayrosen_nyu 	·	Dec	10	
Scholarly	study.	"Our	results	contradict	the	claim	that	the	most	effective	response	
is	to	ignore	anti-media	rhetoric	and	just	do	good	journalism."	

journals.plos.org/plosone/articl …	
@BrendanNyhan	@SamWangPhD
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Campaign	Legal	Center 	@CampaignLegal 	·	Dec	10	
"This	is	not	how	democracy	works,	and	these	maneuvers	in	WI,	MI,	OH	and	NC	
are	not	just	power	grabs.	They	are	deliberate	efforts	to	undermine	democracy	and	
our	faith	in	it..."	Reforms	like	#HR1	are	more	needed	than	ever.	—@russfeingold
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	Sam	Wang	Retweeted

Leah	McElrath	@leahmcelrath 	·	Dec	9	
This	article	does	not	say	so	directly,	but	it	implies	it	is	very	likely	Jamal	Khashoggi	
was	still	alive	when	Dr.	Salah	Muhammad	al-Tubaiqi,	the	head	of	forensic	
medicine	at	Saudi	Arabia's	Interior	Ministry,	began	to	dismember	him	with	a	chain	
saw.
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	Sam	Wang	Retweeted

Jennifer	Rubin 	@JRubinBlogger 	·	Dec	10	
The	plot	to	lie,	to	cover	up	has	gone	on,	possibly,	through	this	year	when	both	
Cohen	and	Manafort	had	contacts	directly	or	indirectly	with	the	White	House.
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NBC	News 	@NBCNews 	·	Dec	10	
Experts	say	they	had	never	seen	such	efforts	like	the	ones	in	Wisconsin	and	
Michigan	before	—	and	that	the	GOP	actions	indicate	a	new	level	of	toxicity	has	
arrived	in	state	government.
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	Sam	Wang	Retweeted

John	Dean 	@JohnWDean 	·	Dec	9	
Nicely	summary	of	Donald’s	behavior:	“It	is	at	once	shockingly	corrupt,	blatantly	
unethical,	probably	illegal,	and	yet,	at	the	same	time,	shabby,	small,	and	ineptly	
executed.”
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Greg	Sargent 	@ThePlumLineGS 	·	Dec	9	
I	noticed	this,	too.	Somehow	the	whole	convo	was	framed	around	idea	that	the	
*victimized*	side	of	the	power	grab	(in	defiance	of	majority-determined	electoral	
outcome)	had	to	both	justify	challenging	it	and	is	responsible	for	doing	*more*	
outreach	to	other	side	in	response	to	it.

How	@chucktodd	framed	the	discussion	of	the	GOP	lame	duck	power	grab	in	
Wisconsin	was	disgraceful,	craven,	and,	on	the	facts,	wrong.	@Tony4WI	is	a	
lousy	advocate	on	his	own	behalf.	And	neither	of	them	mentioned	single	
specific	part	of	the	GOP	bill.	Just	terrible,	garbage	work.

Show	this	thread
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Adam	Satariano	@satariano 	·	Dec	10	
HUGE	new	NYT	investigation	about	location	data.	Your	whereabouts	(home,	
school,	church),	pulled	from	apps	on	your	phone,	then	sold	to	advertisers	and	
even	hedge	funds.	A	weather	app	is	doing	an	alarming	amount	more	with	your	
data	than	providing	a	forecast.

Show	this	thread
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Nancy	Cook 	@nancook 	·	Dec	9	
NEW:	A	source	close	to	Mulvaney	tells	me	he	is	no	longer	interested	in	COS	job,	
Mnuchin	and	Lighthizer	sending	out	same	signals....	list	of	potential	replacements	
for	Kelly	shrinking	by	the	hour.
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Miko	Flohr	@mikofLohr 	·	Dec	9	
"Paris	burns"

Show	this	thread
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	Sam	Wang	Retweeted

Kristian	Ulrichsen	@Dr_Ulrichsen 	·	Dec	9	
"Scream."
"Scream."
"Gasping."
Then,	the	transcript	notes	other	descriptions.
"Saw."
"Cutting."
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